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Sl-IEET METAL FAS'i‘EN’ERS, DRIVING TOOLS, 

AND METHOD OF DRIVING 
Joseph Rosana, Newport Beach, Calif., assignor to Rosan 

Engineering Corporation, Newport Beach, Calif., a cor 
poration of California 

Filed Dec. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 860,015 
8 Claims. (Cl. 151-4153) 

This invention relates to novel fasteners adapted to 
be attached to relatively thin sheets of metal or malleable 
metal castings or the like having apertures into which 
the fasteners are inserted. The invention further relates 
to novel drive tool structures for use in securely attaching 
the fasteners within said apertures, and to a method of 
driving such fasteners. 

This application is a continuation-in-part of application 
Serial No. 596,708, ?led on July 9, 1956, which was 
abandoned after ?ling of the instant application. 

In the manufacture and fabrication of various struc 
tures, particularly those comprising parts composed of 
relatively thin and/ or easily milleable materials, dif?cul 
ties are often encountered in supplying such structures 
with dependable fastening means. One such dif?culty 
arises when one attempts to satisfactorily tap a thread 
in a hole in a thin plate or the like, even when the hole 
can be drilled with comparative ease. Another dif?culty 
resides in the relative weakness of fastenings where the 
threaded hole is formed in relatively thin and/ or easily 
malleable material. A further dif?culty resides in the 
frequent necessity of providing bosses on relatively thin 
and/ or easily malleable plates or castings to supply su?i 
cient material in the bolt fastening threads to meet the 
expected strain imposed by the bolt. 

It is, therefore, the general purpose and object of this 
invention to provide a simple, practical and ef?cicnt in 
ternally threaded fastener element adapted to be inserted 
into an aperture in a relatively thin metallic sheet, or 
readily malleable material, and permanently secured 
thereto for engagement by a complementary threaded 
fastener element‘, such as a screw or stud. 
Another object is to provide a novel fastener element 

having axially spaced ?anges forming a recess there 
between into which the portion of the relatively thin 
sheet or readily malleable material in the region of the 
aperture in which the fastener element is inserted, is dis 
placed or caused to ?ow, by the application of pressure 
to provide a strong bond between the fastener and the 
material in which it is mounted. 
A further object is to provide a novel fastener element 

adapted to be attached to a relatively thin sheet or readily 
malleable material by inserting a portion within an aper 
ture in the material and producing a bond by causing 
some of the material about the aperture to ?ow into a 
recess in the fastener without substantial thinning and/ or 
weakening of the material surrounding the aperture. 
A further object is to provide a novel fastener element 

adapted to be inserted in an aperture in a relatively thin 
sheet or readily malleable material and bonded therein, 
by a flow of some of the material surrounding the aper 
ture into a recess formed in the fastener element, so 
that said fastener is secured against axial separation and 
relative rotation. 
A further object is to provide a novel fastener of the 

character described, in which a portion of the fastener 
element is adapted to be deformed during mounting or 
setting so that part of the fastener element penetrates the 
material to cause a ?ow of some of the‘ material sur 
rounding the aperture into an annular recess in the'fastene'r 
element to provide a strong bond, and in' which the fas 
tener itself includes structure to limit the amount of such“ 
deformation and penetration. 
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A further object is to provide a novel tool to drive or 

set fastener elements of the type disclosed in a relatively 
thin sheet or readily malleable material. 
A further object is to provide a novel tool to deform 

a portion of fastener elements of the type disclosed here 
in, to set the same in a relatively thin sheet or readily 
malleable material. 
A more speci?c object is to provide a drive tool for a 

fastener element of the type disclosed herein, which will 
limit the extent of penetration of the fastener into the 
member in which it is being mounted, and further, to 
provide such tool which will not mar the surface of said 
member. 
A further object is to provide a method of mounting 

a grooved element in an aperture in a member by ap 
plying pressure, and deforming a portion of the fastener 
to force the material of the member in the region of the 
aperture to flow into said groove to form a mechanical 
bond between the fasteners and member. 
A still further object is to provide a method as de 

scribed above in which the application of pressure and 
deformation are effected simultaneously to produce the 
mechanical bond. 

Other and more speci?c objects and advantages will 
appear and be brought out more fully in the following 
description, reference being made to the accompanying 
drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is an enlarged side view, in quarter section, 
of an incompletely formed fastener element embodying 
this invention; 
FIG. 2 is a similar view of the completely formed 

fastener element illustrating a portion of a sheet element 
to which it is to be secured; 

FIG. 3 is a lower end view of the fastener element of 
FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIG. 2 showing a portion 
of a modi?ed sheet element to which the fastener element 
is to be secured; 
FIG. 5 is a view showing the fastener element after it 

has been set and secured to the sheet element of either 
FIG. 2 or FIG. 4; 7 

FIG. 6 is a side ‘view, in quarter section, of a modi?ed 
form of fastener element, the lower portion of a drive 
tool for said fastener element being shown in cross-sec 
tion; 

FIG. 7 is a plan view of the fastener element of FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view of a complete drive 

tool such as shown in FIG. 6; 
FIG. 9 is a view illustrating the fastener element of 

FIG. 6 driven by the tool of FIG. 8 into a relatively thin 
sheet metal material, the tool and the sheet material ap 
pearing in cross-section, and the fastener element appear 
ing in side view in quarter section; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary sectional view corresponding 

to a portion of FIG. 9, but illustrating a modi?ed form 
of tool having a marginal rim for limiting the maximum 
penetration of the abutment ?ange of the fastener ele 
ment into the sheet material; 
FIG. 11 is a view similar to FIG. 10, but illustrating 

a drive tool provided with means to prevent marring of 
the sheet material by the tool; , 

FIG. 12 is a view of the fastener element of FIG. 6 
driven into a relatively thin sheet material by another 
form of tool, the fastener element appearing in side view, 
quarter section, and the material and tool appearing in 
full cross-section with the position during an early stage 
of installation shown at the left of the vertical center 
line, and a somewhat later position shown to the right 
of that center line; 
FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view of the fastener ele 

ment of FIG. 6 shown driven into a relatively thin sheet 
metal material by still another form of drive tool; 
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FIG. 14 is a side view, in quarter section, of still an 
other form of fastener element adapted to be deformed, 
and including a crown to limit deformation and penetra 
tion into a mounting member; 

FIG. 15 is a lower end view of the fastener element 
of FIG. 13; 
FIG. 16 is a side view, partly in section, showing the 

upper end of the fastener element of FIG. 14 in posi 
tion in an aperture in a relatively thin sheet material and 
engaged by a modi?ed form of driving tool, the mate 
rial and tool ‘appearing in section; and 

FIG. 17 is a view similar to FIG. 16, showing the 
fastener element, in quarter section, driven into the sheet 
metal material. 

Referring to FIGS. 1 to 5 of the drawings, the numeral 
20 indicates generally a fastener element embodying one 
form of the present invention, this element being made 
of any suitable malleable material such as steel, iron, 
aluminum, etc., and having a generally cylindrical or 
tubular body 22. During fabrication, the body 22 is 
provided with a bore 24 and later, if desired, internal 
threads 26. The body is slotted at its upper or outer 
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end, as shown at 28, to provide a plurality of resilient , 
?ngers 30. These ?ngers are given a radially inward 
permanent deformation, as indicated by the wedge-shaped 
slots 28 in FIGS. 2, 4, and 5, which has the effect of 
giving to the threads 26, in the split upper portion of 
the body 22, a smaller pitch diameter than the threads in 
the portion that is not so ‘split. This arrangement pro 
duces a spreading action when a screw or threaded bolt 
(not shown) is inserted into the body member, and the 
resilient ?ngers will act as a locking means to prevent in~ 
advertent unscrewing of the screw or bolt. 
The body 22 is formed with an annular pilot ?ange 

32 at its inner end, and with an annular abutment ?ange 
34 spaced therefrom, thus forming an annular recess or 
groove 36 therebetween, the base or bottom wall 38 
of which is approximately of the same diameter as the 
body 22. The recess 36 has a lower radial side wall 
40, comprising a side face of the pilot ?ange 32, and 
an upper radial side wall 42, comprising the lower side 
face of the abutment ?ange 34. These walls are parallel, 
and each lies in a plane normal to the longitudinal axis 
of the body 22. The periphery of the abutment ?ange 
32 is serrated, either straight or otherwise, to form a 
plurality of axially directed, saw tooth-like teeth 44, 
having portions 46 projecting above and other portions 
48 projecting below the upper and lower faces of the 
abutment ?ange 34. As shown in FIGS. 2 and 4, the 
lower extensions or projections 48 have upwardly and 
inwardly inclined surfaces 52 extending from the lower 
tips of the teeth to the roots thereof. These upwardly 
and inwardly inclined surfaces 52 extend from a point 
about midway of the radial extent of the teeth to the 
root of the serrations, while the outer extremities of the 
projections have upwardly and outwardly inclined sur 
faces 50 extending to the crests of the teeth. The terms 
“upwardly” and “downwardly,” as used herein, are in 
tended only as relative, and describe the directions of the 
inclinations when the fastener is in the upright position 
shown in the drawings. By “upwardly” is meant in a 
direction toward the slotted end, and “downwardly” refers 
to a direction away from said slotted end. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the fastener in a position above a 
body of parent material 54, which is shown in the form 
of a relatively thin sheet metal element to which the 
fastener is to be secured. The element 54 may be of 
steel, iron, aluminum or a like material so long as it is 
considerably softer or more malleable than the material 
of the fastener element 20. The sheet 54 is provided 
with an aperture 56 of a size to snugly receive the pilot 
?ange 32. It will be observed that the abutment ?ange 
34 is considerably larger in diameter than both the 
aperture and the pilot ?ange, so as to overlie the rim 
of the aperture a substantial amount. As an example, 
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the dimensions of a fastener for use in a .500 inch diam 
eter aperture 56 would have a pilot ?ange 32 of .498 
inch diameter, and an abutment ?ange maximum diam 
eter of .56 inch. The axial thickness of the abutment 
?ange is .094 inch and the axial distance between the 
lower face of the abutment ?ange and the lower face 
of the pilot ?ange is also .094 inch. From the foregoing, 
it will be seen that the abutment ?ange overlap relative 
to the aperture 56 is in the form of a ring, the external 
diameter being .06 inch greater than the aperture, and 
.062 inch greater than the diameter of the pilot ?ange 32. 
The axial width of the groove 36 is slightly greater than 
the axial thickness of the pilot ?ange 32. The over 
all height of the element is .38 inch. The outside diam 
eter of the body 20 may be equal to the diameter of the 
bottom 38 of the groove 36, i.e., 448 inch. Thus, the 
radial depth of the groove or recess 36 is equal to the 
diameter (.498 inch) of the pilot ?ange minus the diam~ 
eter (.448 inch) of the body, divided by two or 

.498 — .448 

2 

Likewise, the di?erence in diameter between the abut 
ment ?ange 34 and the pilot ?ange 32 is equal to .056 
inch minus .498 inch, or .062 inch. Dividing this amount 
by two, the radius of the abutment ?ange is only .006 of 
an inch in excess of the radius of the pilot ?ange, plus 
the radial depth of the recess 36. From the foregoing, 
it will be seen that the maximum outer diameter of the 
abutment ?ange, including the teeth, is greater than that 
of the pilot ?ange by at least twice the radial depth 
of the recess. 
FIG. 4 shows an arrangement in which the sheet metal 

element 54 is provided with an upwardly projecting 
dimple 58, which has the effect of increasing the diam 
eter of the upper edge of the aperture 56 to facilitate the 
insertion of the pilot ?ange 32. 
The method of mounting the fastener 20' in the sheet 54 

is as follows: 
The lower end of the fastener is inserted into the aper 

ture 56, the pilot ?ange 32 serving as a guide means to 
facilitate insertion and to assure centering of the fastener 
in the sheet metal element. Opposed compressive forces 
are applied to the upper surface of the abutment ?ange 34 
and to the lower surface of the parent or sheet metal ele 
men-t 54 in the area thereof surrounding the aperture 56. 
These forces may be applied by a specially designed drive 
tool acting downwardly on the upper surface of ?ange 34 
against the support provided by a ?at anvil on the lower 
surface, or vice versa. As the material from which the 
fastener is made, or at least the material of the abutment 
?ange 34 is made, is considerably harder or less malleable 
than the material of the sheet metal element 54, the appli~ 
cation of the opposed compressive forces will cause the 
?ange 34 to penetrate said element and produce an extrud 
sion or a ?uid ?ow of the softer material of the element 
into the recess 36, as shown at 59 in FIG. 5. This ?uid 

= .025 inch 

v ?ow of material will completely ?ll the recess 36 and, be 
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cause of the relatively greater diameter of the abutment 
?ange 34, very little penetration of the abutment ?ange 
into the sheet metal material 54 will be required to pro 
duce su?icient ?ow to ?ll the recess 36. At the same time, 
the projections or extensions 48 of the teeth 44 will be 
forced into the upper surface of the sheet metal element 
54, thereby assisting in producing the above-mentioned 
?ow, and effecting a locking engagement between the 
fastener 20 and the sheet metal element 54 that will resist 
relative axial movement and rotation between the fastener 
and the sheet metal element. The inclined surface 52 on 
the projections or extensions 48 will assist inforcibly pro 
ducing a flow of some of the material of the sheet metal 
element in a direction inwardly toward the recess 36. 

Because of the above-described structure, that is, the 
beveled or inclined faces 52 of the teeth 44, the relative 
hardness of the material of the fastener 20 and the sheet 
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metal element 54, the projections 48 of the teeth 44 do 
not undergo any substantial deformation when the fas~ 
tener is driven by opposed compressive forces into the 
sheet metal element 54, but retain the form shown in the 
drawings to cause a displacement of the adjacent material 
inwardly into the recess as shown at 59 in FIG. 5. 
The upper and lower edges of the threaded bore 26 of 

the fastener 2t) are chamfered at 60 and 62, respectively, 
to facilitate the insertion of a screw or threaded bolt. 

FIGS. 6 to 12 show a slightly modi?ed form of the fas 
tenor of FIGS. 1 to 5, the corresponding parts being desig 
nated by the same reference character with the addition 
of the superscript “prime.” In this form of the invention, 
‘the fastener 26' comprises a body ‘portion 22’ having a 
threaded bore 26', a pilot ?ange 32', and a spaced abut 
ment ?ange 34' providing between them a groove or recess 
.36’, having a bottom wall or base 38', a lower side wall 
40' and an upper side wall 42’. The periphery of the 
abutment ?ange 34’ is serrated to'form teeth 44'. 

In this form of the invention, the walls 40’ and 42’ are 
“not parallel, but the lower face of the abutment ?ange 34' 
is undercut ‘to form the inwardly and upwardly inclined 
surface 42’, which extends from the tips of the teeth 44’ 
to the bottom or base ‘38' of the recess 36’, as is clearly 
shown in FIG. 6. 
The fastener 20"can be set or driven in the same man 

ner as the fastener of FIGS. 1 to 5. The inclined surface 
42’ will function in the nature of a camming surface to 
induce the radial inward ?ow of the material of the sheet 
‘metal element 54’ to completely ?ll the groove, as shown 
at 59' in FIG. 9'. As in the previously described form, the 
‘teeth 44’ will engage the upper surface of the sheet metal 
element and penetrate the material to form a positive 
lock, thereby preventing rotation between the fastener and 
the sheet metal element. 

In both forms of the invention above-described, the 
fastener can be driven into the sheet metal by pressure 
forces parallel with the axis of the fastener without any 
deformation of the abutment ?anges 34 and 34’. ‘In the 
illustration of FIG. 5, the fastener 20 is shown to have 
been driven without any deformation of the fastener. In 
this form, the upper surface of the abutment ?ange, lying 
in a plane normal to the longitudinal axis of the body 22, 
is engaged by a driving tool having a parallel driving sur 
face. The abutment ?ange, therefore, is not deformed, 
and will lie in the same plane after being driven, as shown 
in FIG. 5. The pressure forces will tend to ?atten the 
upward projections 46 and cause deeper penetration of the 
lower projections 48 into the sheet metal, but inward metal 
?ow is primarily facilitated by the ‘inclined tooth portions 
52 and the pressure of the unserrated portion of the abut~ 
ment ?ange 34 against the ‘sheet. ' 

FIGS. 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 illustrate a method of driv 
ing a fastener of the type shown in FIG. 6 into a sheet 
metal element 54’ in which the abutment ?ange ‘34’ is in 
tended to undergo some form of permanent deformation. 
FIGS. 6, 8, and 9 show one form of a ‘drive tool de 

signed to produce the deformation of ‘the abutment ?ange 
shown in ‘FIG. 9. Referring particularly to FIG. 8, the 
tool is generally identi?ed by the numeral 64 and corn 
prises an elongated cylindrical element 66‘ of case hard 
ened steel, having a circular‘axial bore 68. The tool has 
an annular end face 70‘ surrounding the open end of the 
bore 68. The diameter of the bore 68 is slightly greater 
than the'diameter of the body 22' so as to provide work 
ing clearance about the head or upper portion of the body, 
as shown to exaggerated scale in FIG. 9. The annular end 
face 70 has a beveled surface 72 forming an angle of 
‘approximately 7° to a plane normal to ‘the ‘longitudinal 
axis of the tool, said bevel extending inwardly and up 
'wardly, as is most clearly shown in FIG. 8. While 7° rep 
resents the optimum value for the bevel angle, other 
angles from 3° to 10° may be employed. The wall of the 
bore 68 and the surface 72 of the end face 70 are con 
nected “by a 45° ‘chamfered portion 74 to accommodate 
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6 
the ?llet 76 at the juncture of the body portion 22' and the 
abutment ?ange 34'. The outer edge of the end face 70 
is surrounded by a 45° charnfered edge 78. 

In this form, the tool is slipped over the upper end of 
the fastener 20' as shown in FIG. 6, in which position the 
beveled end 70 will contact only the upper outer edges 
of the teeth 44’. The sheet metal element 54' is placed 
on an anvil A, FIG. 9, and pressure is applied to the tool, 
forcing the abutment ?ange 34' into the more malleable 
sheet metal element 54’. The initial application of the 
force on the extreme outer edges of the teeth 44' will 
produce a bending or deformation of the abutment ?ange 
34' about its area of juncture with the body 22', the 
degree of deformation increasing with the radial distance 
from the body 22’. The area of contact of the end face 
70 with the ?ange 34’ also increases with the extent of 
bending, as is clear from FIG. 9. 
The application of force, plus the undercut surface 4-2’ 

of the abutment ?ange 34', will effect the desired radial 
inward ?ow of the material 59’ into the groove 36'. The 
bending of the ?ange 34' has no effect on the shape of 
the body 722’, and does not interfere with its intended 
function of receiving a threaded bolt or screw. Further 
more, the forces are applied at a point remote from the 
body so that the shear forces on the ?ange adjacent the 
body are materially reduced. 
While mention has been made above to applying force 

to the abutment ?anges 34 and 34' to set the fasteners, 
such force can be applied by mounting the tool 64 in a 
press. However, the preferred and simplest way to set 
the fasteners is to apply one or more hammer blows 
to the outer end of the tool 64 to set the fasteners by 
impact pressure. 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary view illustrating a drive 

tool 64’ including all of the essential features of the tool 
64 plus the additional feature of an annular rim 8t} sur 
rounding a beveled face 70'. The purpose of the rim $0 
is to limit the extent to which the abutment ?ange 34' 
will penetrate the sheet 54’, and thereby prevent over 
driving of a fastener by the tool 64'. The rim 80 has a 
?at end face 82 and extends a considerable distance 
beyond the outer periphery of the teeth 44' so that, in a 
driving operation in which the outer edge of the abutment 
?ange 34-’ is deformed and caused to penetrate the sheet 
metal element 54', the engagement of the end face of the 
rim with the upper surface of the sheet metal element 
54', as shown, will positively limit the penetration of 
the abutment ?ange 44’ into said sheet metal element. 
It will be noted that penetration is limited so that the 
portion of the upper surface of the abutment ?ange 34', 
adjacent the body 22', is not deformed. 
FIG. 11 is a View similar to FIG. 10, but showing a 

drive tool 64" similar to the tool 64, but modi?ed by 
forming a rim 80' of less height than the rim 80 and 
suitably bonding a ring 84 of “nylon” or other non 
metallic material thereto for the purpose of preventing 
marring of the surface of the sheet 54' by the tool 64” 
during a fastener setting operation. 

In FIG. 12 there is shown the lower end of another 
form of driving tool 132, having an axially extending 
bore 134 to snugly receive the body 22’ of the fastener 

The tool 132 has a counterbore 138 of a diameter 
substantially large than the diameter of the body 22', but 
less than the outer diameter of the abutment ?ange 34'. 
‘This design provides a rim or annulus 142 at the lower 
end of the tool, having a ?at end surface 144 adapted 
to engage 'a portion of the upper surface of the abutment 
?ange 34' remote from the body 22', as shown. The 
inner diameter of the rim 142 is such that it lies about 
midway between the body 22' and the outer periphery of 
the serrated ?ange 34’. The surface 144 may be beveled 
as in FIG. 8, if desired, but for certain types of instal 
lation it is preferred that it lie in a plane normal to the 
longitudinal axis of the tool. 
The application of impact force or axial pressure on 

the tool 132 will be e?ective to cause the outer edge of 
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the abutment ?ange 34’ to be deformed and penetrate 
the sheet metal element 54', effecting a greater depth of 
penetration of this portion than the remainder of the 
?ange and facilitating the flow of the metal 59’ into the 
recess 36'. In the showing of FIG. 12, an early stage 
in the penetration of the abutment ?ange 34’ into the 
sheet metal 54' is shown in the portion of the ?gure to 
the left of the vertical center line. It will be apparent 
that in this portion of the ?gure the ?at end surface 144 
of the driving tool 132 has engaged the serrated ?ange 
34’ only enough to produce the initial penetration into 
the sheet 54’. On the right side of the center line it 
will be seen that the lower surface 144 of the tool an 
nulus has been traversed downwardly further than on 
the left side of the ?gure. This has resulted in causing 
the annulus 142 to drive the serrated abutment ?ange 34' 
more deeply into the sheet metal 54', and also to in 
crease the depth of penetration of the annular rim 142 
into the upper surface of the serrated ?ange 34’. This 
form of the invention has the advantage of avoiding ex 
cessive shearing forces at the point where the abutment 
?ange joins the body, which point constitutes the thinnest 
and consequently the weakest portion of the abutment 
?ange, as will readily be seen from FIG. 6. 
FIG. 13 shows another form of driving tool that can 

be used with a fastener of the type shown in FIG. 6. 
This tool, designated in its entirety by the numeral 85, 
includes a body portion having a ?at, annular pressure 
face 87. The body portion has a bore 88 adapted to 
receive a guide member 89 insertable in the threaded 
interior of the fastener 20’ to align the fastener relative 
to the tool. The face 87 is surrounded by an upstanding 
ridge 87a having a transverse cross-section in the form 
of a right angled triangle, with the vertical wall 87b fac 
ing the center of the tool and providing a circular recess 
8% having a size to receive the pilot ?ange 32' for 
further centering the tool 85 relative to the fastener 20’ 
during setting. The vertical wall 87b is shorter than the 
axial depth of the pilot ?ange 30 and the inclined wall 
87d is disposed at an angle of about 30° to the horizon 
tal. 

In using this form of tool, the pilot ?ange 32’ is in 
serted in an aperture in the sheet metal element 54', as 
before described, and the tool 85 is brought into posi 
tion by the guide rod 80, which aligns the tool relative 
to the fastener 20'. An annular anvil 85a is applied 
against the upper surface of the abutment ?ange 34’, 
and opposing forces are applied to the tool 85 and anvil 
05a, which causes the ridge 87a to force upwardly the 
metal of the sheet metal element 54' surrounding the 
aperture. At the same time, the lower surface of the 
abutment ?ange 34' is forced to penetrate the upper sur 
face of the sheet metal element 54'. This results in an 
extrusion or radial in?ow of metal into the recess 36' 
as shown at 90, completely ?lling the recess and provid 
ing a strong bond between the fastener and the sheet 
metal element. Here again, the teeth 44' will broach 
into the sheet 54' and lock the fastener 20’ against 
turning. 

FIGS. l4, l5, l6, and 17 illustrate a fastener 92 
embodying features that serve to limit and indicate when 
the fastener has been fully set. The fastener is desig 
nated as 92 and comprises a body 94 having external 
threads 96 at the lower end thereof, and internal threads 
98 extending through the major length of the body. 
The fastener includes a pilot ?ange 100, having an outer 
diameter which is slightly greater than the crest diam 
eter of the threads 96, and an abutment ?ange 102, hav 
ing a serrated portion 104 forming teeth 106. The 
crest diameter of the serrated portion 104 is considerably 
greater than the diameter of the pilot ?ange 100. The 
abutment flange also includes a crown portion 108, hav 
ing a diameter considerably larger than the diameter 
of the serrated portion 104. The upper edge of the 
crown portion 108 is provided with a 45° bevel desig 
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8 
nated by the numeral 110, which is adapted to be en 
gaged by a tool, as will be described hereinafter. 
The pilot ?ange 100 and abutment ?ange 102 are 

spaced to form a groove or recess 112. The lower sur 
face of the abutment ?ange 102 is undercut to form a 
beveled surface 114 extending inwardly and upwardly 
from the tips of the teeth, the surface 114 forming an 
angle of approximately 7° with a plane normal to the 
axis of the fastener. In this construction, the edges of 
the teeth 106 project downwardly in the form of a point, 
which is adapted to broach into and be embedded in 
the upper surface of the sheet metal element in which 
the fastener is attached to prevent relative rotation as 
in the preceding modi?cations. The lower surface of 
the crown portion 108 is also undercut as shown at 116. 

In practice, the threaded end of the fastener 92 is 
passed through an aperture 117 in a sheet metal ele 
ment 118, and the pilot ?ange 100 ?ts closely within 
the aperture, as shown in FIG. 16, to retain the fastener 
in proper position for driving. 
The driving operation is performed by a driving tool 

120, the working end of which is shown in FIGS. 16 
and 17. The driving tool includes a body portion 122 
having a bore 124 adapted to receive a guiding rod 125, 
which is inserted into the threaded interior 98 of the 
fastener to properly align the tool over the fastener, as 
shown in FIG. 16, The end of the body portion 122 is 
conically counterbored at 126 and has a side wall 128 
which is beveled on an angle of about 45°. During a 
driving operation, the rod 125 is extended into the fas 
tener, as in FIG. 17, and beveled wall 128 engages the 
beveled wall 110 of the crown portion 108. Axial pres 
sure is then applied to the tool 120, by impact or other 
wise, the lower surface of the sheet metal element rest 
ing on an anvil (not shown). In this form of the in 
vention, the axial forces are applied principally to the 
outer edges of the crown portion, resulting in the pene 
tration of the abutment ?ange 102 into the material of 
the sheet metal element 118 surrounding the aperture 
117. The outer edge of the abutment ?ange 102, due 
to the force being concentrated at a point remote from 
the center of the fastener, will be downward by and 
inwardly deformed, as shown in FIG. 17, producing 
a greater deformation of the crown portion than the 
serrated portion. This penetration will produce an in 
ward ?ow of the displaced material of the sheet metal 
element 118, forcing the metal to completely ?ll the 
recess 112, as shown at 130 in FIG. 17. The contact 
ing of the lower edge of the crown portion 108 with 
the upper surface of the sheet metal 118 (FIG. 16) 
will limit the inward penetration of the serrated portion 
104 and indicate that the fastener has been fully set. 
From the foregoing, it is evident that there has been 

disclosed several forms of sheet metal fasteners, and 
several forms of driving tools. All of these tools will 
drive the fasteners into the receiving elements and form 
a bond between the fasteners and receiving elements 
by displacement or extrusion, causing forced ?ow of 
relatively cold material into the groove or recess between 
the pilot ?ange and an abutment ?ange and providing 
a continuous body of material ?lling the recess. At 
the same time, the lower edges of the teeth on the abut 
ment ?ange penetrate the receiving element, assisting 
in inducing the radial inward ?ow of the metal toward 
the recess. In all instances the serrations are embedded 
in the material to interlock therewith, thereby prevent 
ing relative rotation between the fastener and the re 
ceiving element. 

In all forms of the invention, the abutment ?ange 
extends radially substantially beyond the pilot ?ange 
and overlies a substantial portion of the material of the 
sheet metal element surrounding the aperture in which 
the fastener is secured, so that su?icient metal of the 
sheet metal element surrounding the aperture can be 
subjected to compression and displaced into and com 
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pletely '?ll the recess without the necessity of deep pene 
tration of ‘the abutment ?ange and consequent weaken 
ing of vthe sheet metal surrounding the fastener. Thus, 
the displaced metal will resist pull-out of the fastener 
equal to the shear strength of the full axial dimension 
of the displaced metal. The'majo‘rity of the drive'tools 
disclosed produce a deformation of the abutment ?ange 
'at points remote from the body member, whereby the 
danger of shearing the abutment ?ange is averted while 
the abutment ?ange is deformed in a‘manner to facili~ ‘ 
tate the flow of the material toward and into the re 
cess Without unduly weakening the sheet metal element 
‘in the‘zone of the fastener. 

It will be understood that various changes may be 
made vin the details of‘design'ofthe‘fasteners and drive 
tools'disclosed herein without departing from ‘the prin 
ciples of the ‘invention or the scope of the annexed 
claims. 

'I claim: 
‘1. A metallic fastener for‘attachment to a workpiece 

‘having an aperture therein, said fastener including, a'body 
of material which is harder than the material of the work 
piece and having a pilot ?ange of approximately the same 
diameter as thediameter of the aperture in the work 
piece in which it is to be mounted, said body having an 
abutment ?ange, said?anges'being spaced-apart by an 
axial wall on said-body to de?ne an annular recess |hav 
ing upper and lower wall portions constituted, respec 
tively, by a portion of the underside of said abutment 
?ange and the upper side of said pilot ?ange and extend 
‘ing generally normal to the axis of said body, said abut 
vment ?ange being provided with teeth extending around 
the outer periphery thereof adapted to be embedded in the 
metal of said workpiece to positively lock said abutment 
?ange and said bodyagainst ‘rotation rel‘ative'to said 
workpiece, said teeth'being de?ned by surfaces which 
merge to form generally axially extending edges, said 
abutment ?ange having a diameter, exclusive of said 
teeth,‘that is substantially greater than the‘ diameter of 
said- pilot ?ange‘ to cause said abutment ?ange to overlie 

“ ‘a substantial portion of the surface of said workpiece sur 
rounding said aperturefthe‘ ends of‘isaid teethlincluding 
axial portions that extend therefrom slightly beyond the 
underside of said abutment ?ange,'said ends having up 
wardly and inwardly inclined extremities adapted to be 
embedded in said workpiece toprevent relative rotation 
between said body and said workpiece and to assist in 
producing an inward radial ?ow of metal into said recess, 
whereby, upon applying an axial ‘force to said abutment 
?ange in a direction towardsaid workpiece, said abut 
ment ?ange will be forced into said workpiece, thereby 
causing ‘a portion of the metal of said workpiece sur~ 
rounding said aperture to flow radially- into and substan 
tially ?ll said recess, the axial dimension of said recess 
being substantially less thanlthe thickness of said work 

’ piece so that only asmall penetration of said'large abut 
ment ?ange into said workpiece is necessary-to‘ displace 
su?icient metal to‘?ll said recess, said body having-an 
axially extending extremity portion formed integrally 
therewith and incorporating a thread 'engageable by-an 
associated fastener. 

2,. A metallic fastener for attachment to a workpiece 
having an ‘aperture therein, said fastener including'a body 
of material‘which is harder than the material of: the work 
piece and having a pilot ?ange of approximatelylthe same 
‘diameter as the diameter of the aperture in the workpiece 
in which it is to be mounted,~sai'd body having'a'n abut 
ment ?ange, said ?anges beingt spacedapart by an axial 
wall on said body to de?ne an annular recess having up 
per and lower wall portions constituted, respectively, by 
a portion of the underside of said abutment ?ange and 
the upper side of said pilot ?ange, and extending general 
ly normal to the axis of said body, said abutment ?ange 
being provided with teeth extending around the outer 
periphery thereof adapted to be embedded in the metal 
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'of said workpiece to positively lock said abutment ?ange 
and said body against rotation relative to said workpiece, 
said lteethi being de?ned by surfaces which merge to form 
generally axially extending edges, said abutment ?ange 
‘having aidiameter, exclusive of said teeth, that is substan 
‘tially greater than the- diameter of each pilot ?ange, said 
abutment ?ange ‘also having a maximum diameter, in 
cluding said teeth, that is greater than the diameter of 
said pilot ?ange by an amount equal to at least twice the 
‘radial depth of said recess to cause said abutment ?ange 
to overlie a substantial portion of the surface of said 
workpiece surrounding said aperture, said teeth having 
extremities adapted to be embedded in said workpiece to 
‘prevent relative rotation between said body and said 
workpiece and to assist in producing an inward radial 
?ow of metal into said recess, whereby, upon applying 
an-axial force to said abutment ?ange in a direction to 
ward said workpiece, said abutment ?ange will be forced 
‘into said workpiece, thereby causing a portion of the 
metal of said workpiece surrounding said aperture to 
?ow radially into and substantially ?ll said recess, the 
axial dimension of said recess being substantially less 
than the thickness of said workpiece so that only a small 
penetration of said large abutment ?ange into said work 
'piece is necessary to displace su?icient metal to ?ll said 
recess, said body having an axially extending extremity 
portion formed integrally therewith and provided with 
means for associating the same with a cooperating ele 
ment. 

3. A fastener as de?ned in claim 2, wherein the means 
for associating the axially extending extremity portion 
with arcooperating element comprises a screw thread. 

4. A metallic fastener for attachment to a workpiece 
having‘an aperture therein, said fastener including, a body 
of material which is harder than the material of the work 
piece and having a pilot ?ange of approximately the same 
diameter as the ‘diameter of the aperture in the workpiece 
in which it is to be mounted, said body having an abut 
ment ?ange, said ?anges being spaced apart by an axial 
wallon said body to de?ne an annular recess having upper 
and lower wall portions constituted, respectively, by a 
‘portion of the underside of said abutment ?ange and the 
upper side of said pilot ?ange, at least'the portion of the 
underside of said abutment ?ange de?ning said recess ex 
tending generally normal to the axis of said body, said 
abutment ?ange being provided with teeth extending 
around the outer periphery thereof adapted to be em 
bedded in the metal of said workpiece to positively lock 
'said abutment ?ange and‘said body against rotation rela 
tive to said workpiece, said teeth being de?ned by sur 
faces which merge to form generally axially extending 
edges, said abutment ?ange having a diameter, exclusive 
of ‘said teeth, that is substantially greater than the diam 
eter'of sai-dpilot ?ange to cause said abutment ?ange to 
overlie a substantial portion of the surface of said work, 
piece surrounding said aperture, the ends of said'teeth in 
cluding axial portions that extend therefrom slightly be 
.yond the underside of said abutment ?ange, saidends 
having upwardly and inwardly inclined extremities 
adapted to be embedded in said workpiece to prevent 
‘relative rotation between said body and said workpiece 
and‘toassist in producing-an inward radial ?ow of metal 
into said recess, whereby, upon applying an axial force 
to said abutment ?ange in a direction toward said work! 
piece, said abutment ?ange will be forced into said work 
.piece, ‘thereby ‘causing a portion of the metal of said 
workpiece surrounding said aperture to flow radially into 
and substantially ?ll-said recess, the axial dimension of 
said recess being substantially less than the thickness 7of 
‘said workpiece so that only a small penetration of said 
large abutment ?ange into said workpiece is necessary to 
displace su?icient metal to ?ll said recess, said body hav 
ing an axially extending extremity portion formed in 
tegrally therewith and provided with means for associat 
ing the same with a cooperating element. 
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5. A fastener as de?ned in claim 4, wherein the up 
wardly and inwardly inclined extremity portion of the 
teeth is disposed upon an angle of about 7° to a plane 
normal to the axis of the fastener. 

6. A fastener as de?ned in claim 4, wherein the portion 
of the underside of the abutment ?ange immediately ad 
jacent to the teeth, is inclined upwardly and inwardly on 
the same angle as the upwardly and inwardly inclined 
extremity portion of the teeth. 

7. A metallic fastener for attachment to a workpiece 
having an aperture therein, said fastener including, a body 
of material which is harder than the metal of said work 
piece, said body having a cylindrical pilot ?ange of ap 
proximately the diameter of the aperture in which it is to 
be mounted, said body having a substantially cylindrical 
abutment ?ange, said abutment ?ange including a cylin 
drical projection on the underside thereof provided with 
axially extending saw tooth-like teeth on the outer pe 
riphery thereof located inwardly of the outer periphery of 
said abutment ?ange, said ?anges being spaced apart by 
an axial wall on said body disposed between said ?anges 
to de?ne an annular recess whose side wall is constituted 
by said axial wall and whose top and bottom walls are 
constituted, respectively, by a portion of the underside 
of said downwardly projecting portion of said abutment 
?ange and the upper side of said pilot ?ange and extending 
generally normal to the axis of said body, said teeth be 
ing adapted to be embedded in the surface of said work 
piece adjacent said aperture to lock said abutment ?ange 
against rotation relative to said workpiece, said down 
wardly projecting portion of said abutment ?ange having a 
diameter, exclusive of said teeth, that is substantially 
greater than the diameter of said pilot ?ange, said abut 
ment ?ange also having a diameter, inclusive of said teeth, 
that is greater than the diameter of said pilot ?ange by an 
amount equal to at least twice the radial depth of said 
recess to permit said projecting portion of said abutment 
?ange to overlie a substantial area of the surface of said 
workpiece surrounding said aperture outwardly of said 
pilot ?ange, said teeth being adapted by embedment in 
said workpiece to assist in producing an inward radial ?ow 
of metal into said recess, whereby, upon the application 
of an axial force to said abutment ?ange in a direction to 
ward said workpiece, said projecting portion of said abut 
ment ?ange will be forced into said workpiece with said 
underside of said projecting portion causing a portion of 
the metal of said workpiece surrounding said aperture to 
?ow radially into and substantially ?ll said recess, the axial 
dimension of said recess parallel to the longitudinal axis 
of said body being substantially less than the thickness of 
said workpiece so that only a small penetration of said 
projecting portion and teeth into the surface of said work 
piece is necessary to displace sufficient metal to ?ll said 
recess, the displaced metal in said recess cooperating with 
,the upper side of said pilot ?ange to provide an annular 
abutment resisting pushout of the fastener equal to the 
shear strength of the full axial dimension of said displaced 
metal, said body having an axially extending extremity 
portion formed integrally therewith and provided with 
means for associating the same with a cooperating element. 

8. A metallic fastener for attachment to a workpiece 
formed from malleable metal, said workpiece having an 
aperture therein, said fastener including, a body of ma 
terial which is harder than the metal of said workpiece, 
said body having a cylindrical pilot ?ange of approxi 
mately the diameter of the aperture in which it is to be 
mounted, said body having a substantially cylindrical abut 
ment ?ange, said abutment ?ange including a substantially 
cylindrical projection on its underside provided with axial 
teeth on the periphery thereof located inwardly of the 
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outer periphery of said abutment ?ange, said ?ange being 
axially spaced’ apart by an axial wall on said body disposed 
between said ?anges to de?ne an annular recess whose side 
wall is constituted by said axial wall and whose top and 
bottom Walls are constituted, respectively, by a portion of 
the underside of said projection and the upper side of 
said pilot ?ange, at least the portion of the underside of 
said abutment ?ange de?ning said recess extending gen 
erally normal to the’axis of said body, said teeth being 
adapted to be embedded in the surface of said workpiece 
adjacent said aperture to lock said abutment ?ange against 
rotation relative to said workpiece, the diameter of said 
projection on said abutment ?ange, exclusive of said teeth, 
being substantially greater than the diameter of said pilot 
?ange to permit said projecting portion of said abutment 
?ange to overlie a substantial area of the surface of said 
workpiece surrounding said aperture outwardly of said 
pilot ?ange, and the ends of said teeth including axial 
portions which extend downwardly from said projection 
and which have upwardly and inwardly inclined extremi 
ties adapted to be embedded in the surface of said work 
piece to prevent relative rotation, said teeth being adapted 
by embedment in said workpiece to assist in producing an 
inward radial ?ow of metal into said recess, whereby, upon 
the application of an axial force to said abutment ?ange 
in a direction toward said workpiece, said projection on 
said abutment ?ange will be forced into said workpiece 
with said underside of said projection causing a portion of 
the metal of said workpiece surrounding said aperture to 
?ow radially into and substantially ?ll said recess, the 
axial dimension of said recess parallel to the longitudinal 
axis of said body being substantially less than the thickness 
of said workpiece so that only a small penetration of said 
projection and teeth into the surface of said workpiece is 
necessary to displace su?icient metal to ?ll said recess, the 
displaced metal in said recess cooperating with the upper 
side of said pilot ?ange to provide an annular abutment 
resisting push-out of the fastener equal to the shear 
strength of the full axial dimension of said displaced metal, 
said body having an axially extending extremity portion 
formed integrally therewith and provided with means for 
associating the same with a cooperating element. 
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